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This article is of high quality. The measurement protocols are very precise and seem to
respect international standards as defined by the IOCCG for example. Unfortunately, I
don't have many comments to make.

Line 4: the first comment concerns the term “growth season”. It's a term I don't often see
in the literature. Should we use “growth season” or “growing season”? Anyway, if we
understand what it refers to, I find this term imprecise. Can the authors justify the choice
of this term?

Line 46: The authors indicate the use of “robust linear regressions”. Can they clarify why
they use this term “robust” ? On the other hand, can they indicate what type of regression
they use? Which R function did they use ?

Line 57: Table 2, maybe it would be useful to add a column linked to the frequency of
acquisition (fortnightly, monthly...)

Line 143: the authors have chosen a 0.45 mm pore size filter. “Acceptable filter types
have effective pore sizes of 0.2 μm for coastal and open ocean waters, whereas 0.45 μm
pore size filters are commonly used in freshwater systems and acceptable due to the
practicality of working with high particle load samples” (Mannino et al., IOCCG Ocean
Optics and Biogeochemistry Protocols for Satellite Ocean Color Sensor Validation,
Measurement protocol of absorption by chromophoric dissolved organic matter and other
dissolved materials). Can they explain their choice? Have they carried out comparative
tests to assess the impact of this choice, particularly for coastal waters?

Section 2.3.5: I agree with another reviewer's comment. How can the authors justify



classifying this parameter as an IOP? Line 321: the authors indicate that there is a single
linear relationship between turbidity and SPM. It would be good to discuss this result. For
the freswater it is obvious. For BCZ, we see strong deviations especially for low turbidity
values and for two points around 10-20 FNU. Why ?

Section 2.4.1: This section needs improvement!! The authors say "measured and
corrected values are provided"... and then nothing ! No description of values, why? On the
other hand, it is written “a tentative correction for the effect of sun zenit angle ... was
applied”. I looked at the data. There are 5 values (DK_01, SP_08, SP_21, SP_42, SP_46)
which show corrected secchi values stronger than depth ?? This raises questions about the
relevance and quality of this correction. Without discussion of its values or caveat on their
quality, I recommend removing corrected secchi values from the database. Finally, why
did the authors not apply a quality control for this parameter ? There are many algorithms
in the literature comparing either turbidity to SPM or turbidity to IOPs.

Section 2.4.2: how long is the acquisition session for a L_wl measurement per station?
How many spectra are acquired per session ? You have to use the average spectrum I
guess. Have you analyzed the standard deviation to possibly flag bad quality points? I
looked at Figure S5. The spectrometer is hand-held. Can you guarantee that the lens's
cylindrical shield at 2.5 cm below the water surface? Line 355, what are the average, min
and max shadowing error values used to correct E_dn? Line 368, what are the average,
min and max values of the effective Fresnel reflectance used ? Finally, you don't present
any quality control for rhow_wl. Why not perform an optical closure exercise between
measured rhow_wl and IOPs?

Section 2.4.3: after analyzing figure S7, I wonder about the nature of the container where
there is the sediment. Is it a section of PMMA or is it a kind of glass? The walls seem
thick? Have you analyzed the potential impact in terms of shadowing error?
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